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Our Readings on change in Eritrea:- the challenges posed for the regime, on equal footing, 
do pose against the opposition by far better indeed. The mindset of the regime and majority 
of the opposition is one and similar. Due to old age, they all resist a change. Let alone, 
unexpected change, they are unwilling to see the label of their mother organizations 
scratched off. The decay of their political obsoletes, by and large, is affecting the nation. A 
new visionary thinking should sweep the untapped resources of the young generation. As 
we have seen, the Sawa indoctrination center, other than political sexism, it has yielded 
nothing. A new political system with new institutions, governing structure, and political 
operatives or functionary bodies should be on board. In other words, the change we all are 
aspiring should be a drastic or the radical one. Tantalizing old slogans of EPLF/PFDJ will 
roll up on the same ground with the same wheel (gam man). How to set such a vivacious 
charm of change in to motion should be dealt on the coming agenda of the Eritrean 
opposition. Eritrea, unfortunately, is a unitary state. It’s being led by a centrist regime from 
Addi Hallo. Its political authority is so centralized. Local military governors or Zobal 
administrations are actually conferred on them from Addi Hallo. The Addi Hallo boss can 
expel, reduce, increase and impose any action up on the nominal military bosses. They are 
loyalists and subordinates to the Addi Hallo centrist regime.  Powers are not separated. 
Responsibilities are of more condensed and squeezed. In unitary states, like, Eritrea, 
therefore, powers are concentrated on the hands of the omnipotent and mighty boss, PIA. 
No rule of law. That’s why the human right violation is so rampant in Eritrea for which 
Weddi Geratu and his junior were unable to grasp while addressing and reading the 100 
pages report in Mauritania. If a rule of law, the real shield for people’s liberty, is absent, 
it’s, therefore, an elementary equation to infer and deduce that there are imminent 
violation of human rights. To talk about human right violations, penal codes, and 
democratic institutions, therefore, the existence of constitution is a preamble. 
 
The constitution of 1997:- Since there is no a scratch of political history other than the 
shelved constitution of 1997, there is no room of deploring and contrasting the history of 
constitutional development in Eritrea. We have drafted a constitution, completed and 
shelved till date. No more any less. Eritrea, a nation of two decades has nothing to talk 
about than worrying about constitutionalism. There are no political institutions either to 
evaluate, discuss about their process or their evolution.  
 
By its content, the very drafted and shelved constitution is not compatible with the nature 
and norm of the regime. The provisions, rights, duties and obligations, though, are of short, 
incomplete and open ended, it has posed a real challenge to the personalities and cultic 
nature of the regime. If dared and put into motion, their doom will be imminent and that’s 
the reason as to why they shelved till now. Constitution is a mother of all laws. Political 
systems, state structures and functionaries are based on and emanated from this mother 
law. The shelving and rolling up of the 1997’s draft constitution, now and then is of no wise 
and the opposition should take off from that document.  
 



On Secularism:- neither political Islam nor Christianity is not acceptable in Eritrea.  
Jihadist and crusaders are welcomed in the newly forged state of Eritrea. No religious 
fundamentalism or fanatic has room in Eritrea. Favoring and flirting with one side of 
religious fanatic and condemning the other side is also a reflection of opportunism. In our 
Eritrean opposition, such opportunistic approaches are abundantly observed time and 
again. Say or call it a boast, the green Democratic Movement for the Liberation of Eritrean 
Kunama (DMLEK), in 2005, has registered its opinion that, “we should incorporate 
democratic and secular elements from the highlands to equate our diversity. Unless we do 
that, we will face another Christian fanatic force in near future.” Today, those highland 
based multi facet political forces are pointing and attacking the Orthodox Agazian 
Movement for reasons only known to them but concealed to Eritreans that leaves a room to 
speculate. Let’s not assume that its Christian fanatic force because there is ample time left 
to them to recapitulate the impact and impediments of religious political pattern in multi 
culture, multi lingual, multi religious and multi ethnic state of Eritrea. 
 
 
 On top and to our advantage, the Eritrean opposition camp should also refrain from 
treating forces of common and equal personalities unequally. Majority of highland based 
political forces are opportunists and devoid of fairness. They had accepted and treated the 
Islamic religious forces as change loving and political partners since 1999. To the effect, the 
Islamic religious organizations were decisive in what so ever decision makings and had 
used to influence EDA or others behind the screen in leading the Eritrean opposition forces. 
Today, they are yelling at and cursing the Orthodox Agazian movement for the reason only 
known to them. Still, reiterating my previous stand of not belonging to either side, am 
eager to know the reason as to why the Orthodox Agazian movement is targeted while 
religious political culture has been core of the Eritrean opposition to date? If we all are 
against religious politics, then, we should condemn both extremes.  If not, we should garner 
both. Condemning one and hugging the other is a political blunder. The highland political 
forces, always, used to pretend as the sole and only democrats to accommodate others while 
they are with no strong political influence on the ground other than the first majority 
hegemonic syndrome.  
 
The remedy is one and only one. The remedy, therefore, is to abide by secular system of 
governance. And that’s why the Eritrean National Front (ENF), standing for secular 
Eritrea. Secularism is a must for Eritrea. We should either accept or reject both extremes. 
To accept both is equal to wage a war and making Eritrea a religious battle ground. 
Rejecting both is the safest landing on a secular way out. Accepting one and despising the 
other is a political blunder. So, we too are left with both options. 
	


